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BY J IM MOORE 
Working Smarter

Debugging ISPF Dialogs: Part II

T he Dialog Test Option of ISPF (Option 7)
has been included in ISPF for as long

as I can remember. If you develop ISPF
dialogs or edit macros, it is well worth
learning. It provides tools, settings and
capabilities that are specially designed for
debugging ISPF dialogs.

This month, I will explain how to set up an
ISPF test session with an emphasis on setting
breakpoints. The table in Figure 1 explains
each of the primary options of Dialog Test.

TEST MODE REVISITED

Last month, I discussed the TEST/TRACE
mode parameters that you can use when
starting ISPF from line-mode TSO. If you
did not start an ISPF session in TEST mode,
once you enter Dialog Test, TEST mode
will be set. Normally, TEST mode is not
retained when a Dialog Test session ends.

By removing the slash from the “Restore
TEST/TRACE options” at the Settings
screen (ISPF Option 0 or the SETTINGS
command), you can force TEST mode to
remain active after leaving Dialog Test.
This only makes sense if you did not start
ISPF from TSO in TEST mode.

In addition, if any one logical screen is
active in Dialog Test, all other logical
screens (split screens) will have TEST
mode active. The easiest way to tell if
TEST mode is active is to press the HELP
PF Key. Once in the tutorial, you will know
you are in TEST mode if the following
high-intensity line appears:

(OVER) Cur panel =

ALTERING SEARCH PATHS

ISPF developers should be completely
aware of the language used to write each
dialog function. This is a key fact when

attempting to visualize search paths. Are all
functions written in REXX/CLIST? Or, are
compiled languages involved? If there are
compiled languages, is there any non-ISPF
code that the system will execute?

For example, certain Assembler or C++
subroutines being invoked might rely on
standard operating system search paths (not
TSO/ISPF) when they issue certain instruc-
tions such as LOAD or LINK macros.

As development progresses, you must
always take into consideration the languages
used to write the dialog.

TEST VS. PRODUCTION

I once wrote some ISPF utilities for my
employer. After these utilities were in pro-
duction for a while, I started receiving
phone calls from fellow programmers
informing me that some of the dialogs were
not working anymore.

After a little digging, I noticed recent
updates to several of the panels in the
production ISPPLIB concatenation. I
contacted the person whose TSO-ID was

stamped in the edit statistics of the altered
panels. He told me that he wanted to learn
more about ISPF, so he had gone into edit
on the panels and made a few changes “just
to see how they worked.”

The point here is that like any other soft-
ware environment, there needs to be a strict
division between test and production.
Developers use certain techniques that
might not be required in the finished pro-
duction environment. Direct, in-place
changing of the production copies of dialog
components is never a good idea.

Search path alterations that are done dur-
ing development might not be required
when the software is finished and in “live”
production. The method used to launch the
dialog might also differ.

Since the sample dialog uses REXX,
COBOL and a non-ISPF Assembler program,
I use the following techniques to establish
my testing environment:

1. a concatenated TSOLIB statement to
establish a tasklib (searched ahead of
STEPLIB)

Dialog Test inherits either ISP or ISR as the NEWAPPL unless the Options pull-down is used from the ISPF primary
menu. Choice 6 of this pull-down allows the Dialog Test NEWAPPL to be altered. Additionally, Dialog Test runs as a pri-
mary (ZPRIM=YES) application. This means all “jump” commands stay within Dialog Test. For example, “=1” means to
jump to Functions, not ISPF View/Browse.

   

   
   

   
   

   
   

   
   

   

FIGURE 1: SUB-OPTIONS OF DIALOG TEST 
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2. to start ISPF from TSO, I will use
ISPF TEST 7.8

3. a pair of stacked LIBDEF statements
for ISPPLIB in the launching REXX
EXEC function

4. use of the explicit TSO EXEC
command with a fully qualified PDS
dataset name to launch the dialog via
a REXX EXEC

The fourth point is an example of what I
mean by a different launch method. Once
development has been finished, the REXX
EXEC would most likely be moved into a
PDS in the production SYSPROC (or
SYSEXEC) concatenation. Then, you could
execute the dialog by simply typing the
member name — referred to as implicit
execution. Alternatively, it might appear in
the ZSEL syntax of a menu panel.

SETTING BREAKPOINTS

Instead of forcing you to download,
install and run the sample dialog, I will use
the ISRDDN utility as an example of how to
work with breakpoints in Dialog Test. You
can download a copy of the sample dialog
from the NaSPA Web site. To access file
WORK0402.TXT, go to www.naspa.com,
click on “Technical Support” and then on
“Coding Samples from Articles.” Otherwise,
you can request a copy by sending an email
to me at conlogco@ix.netcom.com. Figure
2 shows an example of how to set break-
points for an ISPF dialog. For now, just
copy the settings exactly as they are shown
in Figure 2. Once all the breakpoints have
been set, issue an “=1” to jump to the
Function panel of Dialog Test. (Note: I ran
my test on a machine that was using OS/390
V2R5 with ISPF 4.5 — getting a bit old.)

At Functions, on the “PGM==>” line,
type in ISRDDN and press Enter. You
should encounter a breakpoint for the first
VDEFINE. See Figure 3.

WHAT HAPPENS AT
A BREAKPOINT?

As with all debugging tools, when you
encounter an ISPF breakpoint, execution is
halted and your dialog function goes into a
suspended state. It is highly conversational
(as opposed to pseudo-conversational) in
that the suspended state will last as long as
you need it to last. While it waits, it holds
all resources.

A major clue to what you can do at a
breakpoint is the fact that the entire Dialog
Test option menu is presented when a

breakpoint is active. Try selecting Option 3
- Variables. You should see the VDEFINE
variables presented in table format. Note

This example shows most of the “compiled function” ISPF services. The When column determines if the breakpoint
occurs before, after, both or when a return code is issued. The Function column is used to qualify the breakpoint by
function (program). The Active column can be used to temporarily disable a breakpoint. Further qualification of break-
points can be added by using the QUAL primary command. RESUME reverts to non-QUAL screen view.

FIGURE 2: SETTING BREAKPOINTS FOR ISPF API SERVICES 

When a breakpoint activates, this screen is displayed. Note that all options of Dialog Test are available including break-
points. This is how a breakpoint is disabled — choose option 8 and then type “No” in the Active column for that break-
point. To continue execution, type in the letter “G” (Go) and press enter. In this example, I have altered the application
id to “SDX”. I did this by using the Options drop-down (choice 6) from the ISPF primary panel.

FIGURE 3: THE BREAKPOINT PRIMARY OPTION PANEL 
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the letter “V” associated with the variables.
The “V” appears in a column headed by
the letter “P” (Pool). Place the cursor on
the letter “V” and press your HELP PF
Key (PF1) to read more. Take note of the
high-intensity line at the bottom of the
tutorial panel.

WHAT’S NEXT?

You use PF3 in Dialog Test, as it is any-
where else in ISPF, to go back one screen. A
major exception to this is at the breakpoint
menu. Here, to resume execution of the dialog
function, you enter “G” (Go) followed by
Enter. If you accidentally press PF3 at the
breakpoint menu, a message will appear
that reads, “EXIT has no effect.”

For now, choose Breakpoints - Option 8
and temporarily disable the VDEFINE
breakpoint by typing “No” in the Active
column of the VDEFINE row. Press PF3 to

return to the breakpoint menu and enter
“G”. Continue in this manner until the
primary ISRDDN screen appears. You
should move through a VCOPY and a
VREPLACE breakpoint on your way.

CONCLUSION

After pressing PF3 from the primary
ISRDDN screen, a VCOPY breakpoint will
occur. Select Option 3 - Variables again. Scroll
forward a bit (PF8) until you see variables that
have the letter “I” in the pool column. These
are implicit function pool variables. That is,
VDEFINE did not explicitly define them,
but they are still considered function pool
variables. These types of variables are
manipulated with VCOPY and VREPLACE.

If you continue to scroll forward, you will
see variables that have an “S” (Shared) in
the pool column. Finally, the profile pool
variables (“P” in the pool column) will

appear. The order in which Dialog test
Option 3 displays a variable reveals the
search order — Function pool first (defined
by VDEFINE before implicit), followed by
shared and then finally profile.

Next month, I will examine more of the
options at Dialog Test and explain how to
use them during a breakpoint-enabled
debug session.  
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